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Abstract: 

This article is intended to review the knowledge and religion in Mathnavi and Manavi , the work of 

Iranian famous poet, Molana Jalaledin Mohammad Balkhi.  The paper, In fact, tries to answer this 

question that what are the characteristics of knowledge and religion in Rumi's views and what effect 

they have on the soul of Man or whether we can adjust it with the vision of contemporary human. It is 

worth noting that this paper has been done by taking notes from Masnavi. The method was descriptive 

and documentary one. In every era and society, knowledge and religion have always been a main 

concern for Man. Rumi, the great Persian poet and mystic of the world, has expressed the scientific 

and religious subjects through the formats of anecdotes. Many Iranian, Eastern and Western 

researchers like: Tvrlvk, Ztrstyn, Svdrblvm and Nicholson have translated his mystical concepts and 

symbolic language. Findings of this paper show that the relationship between knowledge and religion 

in Islam and Christianity and also in other religions is a familiar. Regarding social, economical, 

political, and ethical crisis, today's societies approve the necessity of this relationship. 
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1 -Introduction 

 

 

From long ago, scholars, philosopher  and Kanam researchers have always thought about the 

relationship between knowledge and religion. From different aspects, this subject has been brought up 

by Kalam, philosophy, social knowledges and philosophy of knowledge (Khosropanah,2012:391). So 

the conflict between knowledge and religion with spirituality is not a new one. There are a lot of 

works dedicated to the conflict between theology and knowledge in the West and it is for more than 

one century, almost in every Eastern tradition, many have been hopefully tried to set a kind of 

harmony between knowledge and religion that is far from the dignity of civilizations which have 

grown up Sankara, Nagarjuna, Avicenna and Mencius. In fact some pseudo-theories as Evolution 

theory has somehow come into the realm of religion and some have made effort to make a mixed 

theory between these theories and metaphysic instructions and desired eastern traditions. the results of 

such an effort were almost a tragic event(Nasr,2001:131-2) 

Reviewing previous works shows that knowledge and religion have been mixed. Abū al -Rayhān
Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Bīrūnī,the great  scientist, mathematician, astronomer, calendar expert and 

chronologist, anthropologist, Indologist ,and historian, for example, like theology scholars and 

mystics considered all knowledges with a relationship between the section and the whole and 

combination of pluralism and unity and believe that any research in any knowledges is a religious 

activity, as we see in his work titled as  "Critical study of what India says, whether accepted by reason 

or refused " he sought help from God to become knowledgeable and can distinguish between right and 

wrong. He lived in a world that signs and creatures of God were evident in all levels and directions 

and any real knowledges returned to the original knowledge and show a truth and reality ensured by 

God and Divine prophets (Nasr,1963:223-4). 
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1.1   Background 
 

Molana Jalaledin Mohammad Balkhi(604-672) is one of the greatest poets of Iran and world. His 

Mathnavi and Manavi includes scientific, religious, mythical, philosophical subjects, habits and 

traditions, anecdotes and allegories that researchers like  Tholuk, Nicholson, Zettersteen, Swedish 

orientalist Hieler and others have generally and particularly made some research on Mathnavi 

(Schimmel,2011:85-87). It is evident that the subject of knowledge and religion is not something that 

existed only in Islamic world but in recent decades, it has been seriously considered in Christian 

world as well. New knowledge entered into Islamic lands in the prosperous era of positivism and 

intellectual secularism, a knowledge that kept its distance from religious and theological metaphysic 

and brought the irreligious and anti-religion stance and made prevalent the idea of conflict between 

knowledge and religion (Khosropanah,2010:389), Regarding nowadays trend for the relationship 

between knowledge and religion and the its characteristics in Mathnavi, we see a conflict between 

them. Molana has divided the knowledge into two categories, knowledge of spiritual heart and 

knowledge of body. In his view, Molana blame the designers of the latter for the irreligious and anti-

religion stance. This is the same modern knowledge which Seyed Hassan Nasr knows its view as an 

unilateral viewpoint and believes that even in our pluralistic era, everything in knowledge considered 

as relative. Post-modernists analyzed everything except knowledge because by doing so, modernist 

and post-modernist ideologies would be broken up. So, in Nasr's views we see an unilateralism and a 

kind of scientific monopoly created by some people (Nasr 2014:74). As Molavi says: knowledge for 

Man is like an extra burden, holy Quran indicates that these people are men who have surface 

knowledge and their works are only carrying books, then we can conclude that such a knowledge is in 

fact a burden which carried by its owners. This lead to have a conflict between knowledge and 

religion, Nasr stand on this point that this knowledge led to negative and destructive trends as  self-

alienation, depression, nihilism, etc that exemplify youth in western society and so called intellectuals 

of eastern cultures believe it act as a contagious  disease(Naar,2001). 

When 'tis knowledge of the heart, it is a friend; 

When knowledge of the body, it is a burden. 

God saith, "As an ass bearing a load of books," 1 

The knowledge which is not of Him is a burden 

Knowledge which comes not immediately from Him 

Endures no longer than the rouge of the tire woman. 

Nevertheless, if you bear this burden in a right spirit 

'Twill be removed, and you wil l obtain joy. 

(Book 1- An explanation of why one must keep one’s own mystical state…...) 

 

In the books 2, Molana indicates that all people are searching for knowledge but not in a common 

thinking and common destination. Some groups use it to solve some maternal problems or to get some 

positions, others use this to save the human life and lead them to God. They are those people who 

have found people get spirituality more through knowledge.  They know themselves responsible to 

attract people to this spirituality and reality.  As Dr NASR says: no specialist  claim that everyone can 

understand physics or mathematics. Modern man does surprisingly accept physics discoveries and 

achievements about fath and tries to manage this subject by using necessary findings. Modern Man, 

unlike traditional one, does not generalize the results to metaphysics. In traditional metaphysics unlike 

new one, there are some ethical considerations. Modern man expects to understand metaphysic 

without spiritual and intellectual preparedness (Nasr, 2014:226). 
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He wants knowledge for all people 

To release from this mundane world 

(Book 2- the beggar question the great man) 

 

Rumi describe some of knowledges as imitative which have no solid base. In his view, If knowledges 

have a strong foundation it will be similar to the sun, shining the light on human heart. But if the 

knowledge is an imitative one, it will be a trap for man and does not have any enlightenment and the 

people who want the futile world. So it is not a knowledge that help Man. 

 

Quilts and rugs of follower is like imitation knowledge is certainly not a Man 

 Heart and soul are like a chink, sun  shines  and the parcels claps 

(Lyrics, 2072) 

 

The imitative knowledge and doubt brought a lure for living 

Quran knowledge manifest positive knowledge 

(Lyrics, 729) 

 

It is an imitative and learnable knowledge 

Groaning from listener abhorring  

As it like the knowledge of this mundane world 

Because of searching living not enlightenment 

He wants knowledge for all people 

To release from this mundane world 

 

(Book 2- the beggar question the great man for the second time) 

 

 poems of Molavi and other research show that over the past thirty years, when the thirst for celestial 

approach to Nature became evident, the situation got worse. The original religions and modern 

knowledge did not show any interest in religious knowledge; West cultural foundations resolved the 
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problem and new movement became evident. Almost all of them had a passion for secular and 

mundane knowledge. But what is claimed as a knowledge, was the incorrect knowledge of the modern 

era from world. Traditional knowledge of the world has always been attributed to a traditional 

religious structure. In this contemporary era, Lack of a valid religious knowledge on the world has led 

some to have a good achievement. Our research indicates that it is an imitation and a kind of a 

common vision about the Nature with encoding and religious ceremonies (Nasr, 2014:75-6). The 

following couplet verifies our view. Even Molana snub the person who tries to get knowledge or 

unreligious knowledge for worldly ambitions, and describe him as a  rave. 

What is that rave, greedy for mundane dignity 

A knowledge but religious knowledge 

  

(Shams lyrics 2511) 

 

Giving knowledge to a mischievous 

is like giving a blade to a bandit, 

it's better to give a blade to a drunken 

than giving knowledge to villain, 

knowledge,wealth,status and dignity 

is a trouble for the mischievous 

 

(Book 4 in exploration of knowledge,wealth,status and dignity) 

With a rederence to holy prompt, Molana believes there is a difference between knowledge seeker and 

who demands mundane world. 

If you consider this matter, 

The knowledge will not be a worldly one, 

Only we have afterlife, after this world 

Which you should lead toward it 

 

(book 6- an exploration of the holy prophet saying) 
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 The world needs a knowledge that link it's different levels to the sacred Divine (Nasr, 2002:276). 

Molana emphasized that the essence of all knowledges is to know more of God. It should be started 

from self- knowing, returning to self and then to theism. 

Trembling are Scholars with worldly knowledge and rationality 

About them, God called them ignorant people, 

Afraid of facing with a burglar 

Knows himself as a learned one. 

All knowledge serve who 

 You, are in the next day 

You know the basics of knowledge but 

Behold in thy nature, excellent should be 

 

(Book 3 – in the exploration of clear-sighted blind and hearing deaf  (  

 

The following verses are explicit criticism of those claimants that by knowing a few words, topics, 

words of the book of Creation or a legal issue and the name of some narrators, were proud to assume 

themselves as a very learned scholar. In the following verses, we see the status of knowledge is as 

unstable and regarded as a mortal and individual attributes (Foroozanfar, 1999:1180). 

Observe the passing of this world, deep sage! 

We’ve silenced the grammarian in narration 

To teach the grammar of annihilation, 

The law of law and grammar that’s most pure 

You’ ll find through being less, of this be sure. 

The jug of water is our knowledge, while 2860 

The caliph’s is the Tigris and the Nile. 

We’re taking our own jugs of water there–– 

We’re donkeys, even if we’re unaware! 

The bedouin had an excuse and cause, 

Not knowing back home what the Tigris was: 
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If he had known the Tigris like those near 

He wouldn’ t then have carried his jug here–– 

If of the River Tigris he had known, 

He would have slammed the jug upon a stone! 

 

(Book1- The story of the encounter between a grammarian and a boatman) 

 

Although your intellect could soar the skies, 

Blind imitation will not let you rise. 

Knowledge through imitation is Man’s bane,  

A borrowed thing they’ve thought is theirs in vain. 

Ignorant knowledge all of us must flee 

And then embrace complete insanity 

 

(Book 2- How the Prophet perceived that the cause of that man’s sickness…) 

 

 

The prosperity of faith, religion aversion speeding, lack of intellectual intuition, forgetfulness of the 

sacred knowledge and the mechanization of the world, has all joined to show an unreal universal 

hierararchy. 

Because of that, Man could only present an imitative parody from the concept of creature's chain in 

time (Nasr, 1996:254). In another verse, Molana considers it as a borrowed and hamper one. In a 

comparison, he uses an analogy of a dog, says If a dog learns, it will be out of misleading and surely 

gains goodness. In another analogy, he compares mythic dog and learned dog. The first became the 

dog of the Cavern Companions and the latter joined to enemy. It is certainly true that ignorant is 

blind. 

If dogs should learn the truth, false paths they’ll flee, 

To hunt their prey in forests lawfully; 

Clever dogs fight with cunning like a knave; 

One even joined the Sleepers in the Cave!* 
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Such dogs of the hunt’s leader can catch sight— 

How do they see him, God? What is that light? 

The blind don’t recognize him from his glance, 

Not due to lack of sight, but ignorance; 

They’re not more sightless than the earth below, 2375 

And yet the earth, through God’s grace, sees its foe— 

 (Book2- A dog attacks a blind 

…) 

 In the mentioned verses, he divided the knowledge to imitative knowledge and research one. The first 

has a popular and charming appearance, but God is the patron of the real knowledge which has a 

prosperous market. 

Knowledge that’s rote-learnt is what’s usually sold, 

Its source of joy a buyer who brings gold. 

Experiential knowledge God will buy; 

His market’s profit is forever high 

(Book 2- How the mystic’s i llumination begins with the light…..) 

 

The following verses that composed  based on Quran verses, have a valuable meaning and shows 

man's competency against terrestrial and celestial creatures. Molana noted that this poor man could 

bear the burden of divine trust and it is evident that it is not possible without any In knowledge. The 

Quran verses, proves the great position of Man. 

As the passengers of religion, you made trusted me 

 to carry my assurance 

I'm weak and this burden is so heavy 

you made me powerful and strong 

 

(Lyric 13380) 
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 Knowledge is perceived in this verse as the ring of King Solomon which took by a demon for a while 

and it could dominate others. But after some time, King Solomon repossessed the ring and then he set 

Divine domination across the world. By this comparison, Molana wanted allegorically to prove real 

knowledge as a ring for intellect and soul companions who could revive this lifeless world with their 

knowledge. 

In Solomon’s realm knowledge was the goal , 

his world’s material, knowledge for the soul, 

Once Molana speaks of ignorance and knowledge, in his views, ignorance is associated with the 

prison and knowledge is coupled with porch. He tries by this comparison to depict the beauty and 

landscapes of knowledge against darkness, infamy and inferiority of ignorance. 

 

If we meet ignorance, to gaol we’re bound,  

If knowledge then His palace we have found 

 

(Book 1 Commentary on ‘He is with you wherever you may be) 

  

Poems as this kind can be affluently seen in Molana poems and in the following verses, he believes 

any knowledge that leads to denying, is surely resulted in ignorance.] 

 

Ignorance turns to knowledge with pure men, 

It’s ignorance with infidels again 

(Book 1- Commentary on the saying of Attar) 

 Interestingly, Molana prefers a knowledge man to devout one, and contend his sleep as praying. 

Without any doubt he knows that taught man who search for learning, does not get tired of, and is like 

a diver in the Sea, looking for pearls. 

Sleeping of a learned man is better than worship 

Because such a knowledge awakes, 

Those motionless who know how to swim 

are better than those who make effort without any skill,  

These made an effort and drowned but 
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Those other went safe as  

Knowledge is a sea without any shore 

In which knowledge demanding is a sea diver, 

With a long life, never he stop searching 

   

(Book 6- in the exploration of two brothers) 

 

Molana assured that any thinking stemmed from knowledge and knowledge. 

From knowledge when there first arose thought’s wave 

Through His speech then a form to you it gave 

(Book 1- How a Hare Killed the Tyrannical Lion) 

 

Conclusion 

Studies of religious and scientific scholars and a comparison of their views with Molina's poems show 

that ethically and culturally, nowadays world feels more than before that innovative aspect of 

knowledge should be aligned with religion to get the aim of creation.  
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